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The trustees of the Betjeman Poetry Prize thank the 
Rothschild Foundation, Lady Elizabeth Cavendish,  

Eurostar and Highspeed1 for their generous support  
of the 2017 competition.

Founded in 2006, on the centenary of former poet 
laureate Sir John Betjeman’s birth, the Betjeman 
Poetry Prize is a charity in the education sector 

working with partners across the United Kingdom and 
Ireland to promote literacy, foster creativity and provide a 
platform for new voices from the next generation. We send 
poets into schools, provide teacher resources and - our 
new adventure - run poetry camps for young people. 

The competition asks 10-13 year olds to write on the 
theme of ‘place’. The young poets published in this 
anthology have written about every place imaginable from 
river banks to window seats to rooftops, from left behind 
countries to secret places in their minds. The courage 
and authenticity of our entrants dazzles me every year 
and I find myself reading and re-reading their varied and 
magical poems with wonder and respect. These nascent 
writers are our future.  They may start with a small 
whisper inside a postcard sized book. Who knows where 
they may end up! It gives me great joy to share their work 
with you. 

Imogen Lycett Green (Director, Betjeman Poetry Prize) 
National Poetry Day, 28th September 2017



‘It’s been a real treat reading these poems and knowing that, by 
being included in this special publication, they’ll gain a wider 

audience. It is important that we recognise the talents and 
efforts of these young writers, and encourage them to continue 
enjoying the power of words. Poetry written by (and for) this 
age range has a particular interest for me. It is a betwixt and 

between age that brings with it major life changes, growth and 
a developing sense of self. Poetry can give voice to all this - and 

more. And the voices heard in these winning poems are not 
only crafted but pleasingly individual, powerful and authentic.’

Rachel Rooney (2017 co-judge with Chris Riddell)
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Lament for Syria 

Syrian doves croon above my head
their call cries in my eyes.
I’m trying to design a country
that will go with my poetry
and not get in the way when I’m thinking,
where soldiers don’t walk over my face.
I’m trying to design a country
which will be worthy of me if I’m ever a poet
and make allowances if I burst into tears.
I’m trying to design a City 
of Love, Peace, Concord and Virtue,
free of mess, war, wreckage and misery

*
Oh Syria, my love
I hear your moaning 
in the cries of the doves.
I hear your screaming cry.
I left your land and merciful soil
And your fragrance of jasmine
My wing is broken like your wing.

*
I am from Syria
From a land where people pick up a discarded piece of 
bread

WINNERn n
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The River

A dim-lit room in the depths of the house,
A nook that I don’t wish to share.
I sit on the sofa; in silence; alone,

And out of the window I stare.

The sun it is rippling – low down in the sky,
Weaving patterns of beauty and light.
The sky is hazy – all orange and pink,

A fuzzy, phenomenal sight.

But below the beams of trembling light,
Below the apricot sky,

A river is shimmering, smiling to all,
As it watches the evening go by.

From on the horizon, a dark silhouette –
A charming and quaint little boat.

With only one boatman and flame still awake,
It continues to peacefully float.

Upon the banks, in clusters of gold,
Willows are starting to weep.

They are casting their sorrows in crinkly brown leaves,
As the shimmering ripples run deep.

As night slinks in like an ebony cat,
The water nymphs start to return.

So that it does not get trampled on
From a place where a mother teaches her son not to step 
on an ant at the end of the day.
From a place where a teenager hides his cigarette from his 
old brother out of respect.
From a place where old ladies would water jasmine trees 
at dawn.
From the neighbours’ coffee in the morning
From: after you, aunt; as you wish, uncle; with pleasure, 
sister…
From a place which endured, which waited, which is still 
waiting for relief.

*
Syria.
I will not write poetry for anyone else

*
Can anyone teach me
how to make a homeland?
Heartfelt thanks if you can,
heartiest thanks,
from the house-sparrows,
the apple-trees of Syria,
and yours very sincerely.

Amineh Abou Kerech (13)

RUNNERS UPn n
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runners up runners up

They dance on the banks, and they skim through reeds,
And they laugh as the stars brightly burn.

The lights then go out, and the boats disappear.
I gaze at a mirror of black.
My eyelids then droop – I recline in my seat,
With a silvery moon gazing back.

A dimly-lit room in the depths of the house,
                 A nook that I don’t wish to share.
                       I lie fast asleep; in silence; alone,
                       Inhaling the frosty night air.

                                  Daisy Foley (12)
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And, as I opened my mouth
to protest, you lifted me
into a ray of sun. I remember
your face.

Jemima Webster (12)

The School Playground

Last week I saw a cat
that was exactly you in feline form.
Those eyes that say:
‘I can stand up for myself.’
But with a sparkle of fun
spilling out of the corner.

Three years ago we sat
crammed into plastic chairs
laughing and joking, making fortune-tellers
when the teacher wasn’t looking.

And of course when we were 8
it turned out that the girl
I hated most, and so did you,
was your cousin.

Now, I grasp through the fog
of early memory, through our laughter
blended with the laughter
of hundreds of playing children
illuminated by the sun.
You said: I can pick you up
(you were a head shorter)

runners up
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HIGHLY COMMENDEDn n

Six Haikus From Mangalore

With the sultry dawn 
Cows come to feed in the field 
Home in Mangalore

Empty swimming pool
Shuttlecocks roll in the breeze
Home in Mangalore

But inside the house
The bafat masala cooks
Home in Mangalore

In the afternoon 
We play in the golden sand
Home in Mangalore

Near the pool outside
Snakes slither and hiss at night
Home in Mangalore

Now Grandpa is gone
Grandma is left all alone
In the silent house

Shanelle Furtado (10)
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ADdBrAin

Thoughts.
Memories.
I don’t like tomatoes.
Lamborghinis are cool.
I went to Italy on holiday.

“Focus!” said the teacher.
But the brain couldn’t stop.
Inside it there were too many ideas.
Too many tomatoes, Lamborghinis and Haribo multipacks.

The ADD brain couldn’t move as one.
It had no rules.
No boundaries.
No restrictions.
It was a factory of thoughts,
So fast that it would never be able to rest.

It wasn’t designed
To be held back, restricted
There is no limit.

Sammy Loenhis (11)

highly commended
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due to the immediate underwater atmosphere.

Silence.

All worries remain outside the leafy hangings.
The beautiful golden light that the leaves radiate,
suggest the reality of being inside a lampshade.
Scale up a premier branch, moving only as insofar as 
everything moves.
Glissade up her widely spaced arms 
brush stray leaves out of your beeline.
Spending her time thriftlessly.

Pull up,
to her higher octaves,
push through the top drapes.
Suddenly, as if the sun burst, - spraying the bleached 
world,
outside smells, birds singing at the sudden appearance.
Those unfortunates, nesting on the top, scream and re-
treat.

I sit on my seat in comfort.
Closed eyes, swinging legs.
Listen.
Listen until all the sounds
grow into me.
Mould to my persona.
Awake now, that I am sitting at their place.
A new petal on my flower.

She Stands

She stands.

Breathtakingly remote, 
in a different timeline,
tempered sharp, as oriental swords.
Loitering time,
perfecting her titanium pose.

She stands out.
Her roots a mirrored threshold.
And then, 
the wind carries her heavy, leafy drapes,
to pause, at an elegant diagonal angle,
for a second that lasts an eternity.

A spectacle for visitors,
she is blind to her divine power,
her long leafy hair, simply swishing in the breeze.
As bold as copper, a picture of my euphoria.
Surrounding fields cannot mount
to her alarming beauty.
Flimsy weeds are scattered around her body.

Her choppy, knobbly bark, consumed by the wrecks of age,
just brush her leafy cornrows aside.
Slip through,
the long slither of light, thinning as the drapes reconnect.
Twittering birdsong fades, 

highly commended highly commended
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Peer through relaxed lashes,
blobby birds,
resting upon a hairline wire.
Silhouetted against the afternoon sun, 
an oven mouth, cooling this effulgent,
glossy, lint covered world.

This is my kingdom,
And on my tree,
I am Queen of the World.

Niamh McCarthy (12)

highly commended
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The Ashen Towers

Get your phones out and take a selfie,
Gather round, come and see,
The Grenfell tower tragedy,
In which our most helpless and poor,
Were affected; and even now more and more,
Names are announced, 80 have been pronounced dead,
80, really? I think not,
One hundred and twenty-seven flats,
At midnight, you do the maths,
How many do you think really died,
Their whole world set alight?
They came seeking a better life,
Yet all they found was more strife.

Envisage yourself, dreaming away,
Energy sapped after a laborious day,
But all of a sudden you hear… an affray?
You look outside and the air is aflame,
3 storeys down an inferno’s ablaze,
At least 8 apartments have already been razed,
You run out of your flat in a craze,
But it’s hard to breathe in all the black haze,
You rush back into your flat, away from the smoke,
Thinking which is more painful: to burn or to choke?
Suddenly a voice blares out from the ground,
‘Stay in your flat and you’ll be safe and sound’,
But incinerating flames are approaching your home,
The bricks in the wall to be your gravestone,

The Dark Garden

Oak trees line the suspicious drive,
wondering if they will survive.
The gherkin grass as green as a crocodile.
Looming in the ghostly shadow of the house.

The scarlet noises dance in the night.
Creepers lie around waiting for their prey.
Plastic bags instead of blossoms,
brown grass and wilting flowers.
Daffodils dying by the hour.

The sweet rose blood strawberries,
and a gardener in a long-lasting sleep,
guarded by the silent lions.
The ivy creeping up across the flower pots.

Roses are red and violets are blue, 
the sun is dying, 
and so are you.

Naomi Rich (10)

SHORTLISTEDn n
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dead in a
wink.
Rust red knocker
shaped for a 
lion’s mane.

Carpets.
The retired robes of
Arabian princesses.
Dreams crowned in 
jewels
like the red and green 
diamond pattern.

Chair.
The crooked life of 
an elderly
woman
carved into a
noble frame.

Wallpaper.
Soft and tinted
as the yellowed paper
on the desk.

Mortar.
Hoarding secrets
and smiles 
in its grains.

You realise your mistake far too late,
The cochineal flames to be your fate.

What, so the lives of all those in that tower,
To be discarded, devoured, expended by the flames in a 
few hours,
At whose expense? Not ours, 
Certainly not those who hold the power, no!
It is the families of those who died in the place,
And those who escaped but witnessed the blaze,
But how does authority comfort the grief,
By meeting with the fire chief?
Covered up with cladding, covered up by ties,
Covered up with wealth, covered up by lies,
Yet now it’s exposed to the public eye,
The ashen tower, a bleak stain in our sky.

Abdur-Raheem Kalam (12)

Great Uncle’s House

Summer.
Sticky thick as
the spread of 
golden syrup.
Folding, each ripple
radiant as the sun.

Door.
Bound by weed,
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Jungle

There is nothing.
Nothing but sludge 
That slumps forlornly.
Hissing swarms of rain.
Suffocating emptiness.

No outstretched hands,
Bony fingers,
Cracked nails.
No dark shadows 
Under sunken eyes.
No children splashing 
In tarnished puddles,
Trying to evade
Perpetual misery.
No mothers cradling
Babies in quivering arms
Or makeshift slings,
Muffling infants’ cries 
That pierce the blackness.

No tattered tents, frayed,
Wavering in the wind.
Or ash-scoured scrub,
Shrivelling, withering.
Plastic bottles
Dumped,
Abandoned, empty 

Drawings.
Imprinting
sunshine into
my mind,
like the dots that
blur your vision
when you stare at the sun.

My great uncle’s house is full of tales.

But how long until the pages turn?

Flora Pizey (12)

Ocean Eyes

Here is the place
for the boy I love.
Here is the place
for the boy I will love. 
Here is the place
for the boy with the ocean eyes.
Here was the place
I forgot,
Just like the boy with the ocean eyes. 
Here is the place
Where the ocean dried up.

Lily Haddow (13)
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No longer
A place
For the displaced.

Liv Goldreich (12)

The Place

I look down,
And see,
The blank paper, bound within the book staring back at 
me,
With my pencil beside.

I turn, 
To stare out of the window,
But cannot see,
Anything, 
That urges me to write,
The colours I once knew,
The words I once knew,
Are hidden from me.

I turn back, 
And once again I am seeing, 
That blank paper,
Bound within its deepening green cover,
Staring back at me,
With my pencil beside.

Carrier bags
With lettering mangled.

Rebelling tongued flames
Lolled feverishly at
Bulldozers arching,
Demolishing;
Contorting in the half-light.
An impenetrable wall of steely,
Black-clad bodies 
Of the law
Thrust shields 
In self-protection.
Tear gas splayed,
Blinding
But not silencing—
Prompting yet more tears.

Then: 
Few wandering, hazy figures,
Searching,
Enveloped by clouds of dust.
Severed families
Bonded 
By a shroud of grief.

Some remained,
Some returned.
All were rejected.
This is
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Do I stay stuck.
Completely stuck,
Returning to the same place,
The place where I left my book waiting patiently,
With the pencil, beside.

I pause,
And find,
Place,
The place that remained with me, 
Staying beside me,
Tracing the shadows of my presence,
Trying to be noticed,
But failing,
My place,
Me.

And then,
Only then,
Is the pencil used,
The paper used,
And my poem is written down,
And is this.

Anouk Ferrer-Manak (10)

Blankness falls down upon me,
As if it were dust,
Engulfing the world,
The world I once knew,

A question comes into my head,
What is place?
Is it the hours of me?
The place in which I was, I am, I will be.

‘What is place?’ I ask, but no one hears me,
So I stay stuck,
The question weighs down upon me,
Will I wonder?
On and on through my years,
I do not know,
And return to my thoughts,
But I still do not find it.
The answer I sought.

And so I leave,
Leave the book waiting patiently,
Leave the pencil,
Begging to be used,
Until the next day.

And again,
After days,
And days,
And days,
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And the sun would slowly waltz away,
When the world turned against me,
I needed a place in the world,
So people could respect me.

Not long ago when I was really unsure,
I asked everyone for a cure,
But there was not one so I sang to myself,
About leisure and relax, family and friend,

When the moon comes out to play,
And the sun would slowly waltz away,
when the floor was breaking before me,
I needed to have place for spare time,
To spend on my friends and family.

Aanchal Kumar (11)

By The Riverside

I sat there by the riverside.
She was next to me.
We were talking.
I kicked a stone into the water, and watched as it gently 
drifted away.
Just like the boats on the docks.
Or the lily pads and the frogs.
I asked her a question.
“What would you do if you didn’t have me? Would you be 

Place For Family

Long ago when I was four,
And I found that I was really bored,
I asked my Mum to sing to me,
Not only about place but also of home,

When the moon comes out to play,
And the sun would slowly waltz away,
When dark clouds pried under the stars, 
I needed a place,
A place called home.

On the swing, and in the sun,
We used to have nothing, nothing but fun,
While my sister used to sing to me,
About place, friends and family,

When the moon comes out to play,
And the sun would slowly waltz away, 
When the cold blew his breath,
I needed a place to warm my family,
And console my friends.

When I was ten,
And I felt like cowering in my den,
I would go ask my Dad to sing to me,
About place however a different one,

When the moon comes out to play,
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We were drifting back together.
Just like the boats on the docks.
Or the lily pads and the frogs.
I understood then, by the riverside, what it meant to be a 
friend.

Emma Gower (10)

Where Will My Place Be?

Your weak breath rattles in your fragile chest, 
Eyes closed in a longing for sleep, 
Dark hair lies dishevelled on the pillow, 
Face damp with perspiration, 
Your trembling hand tightly clasped in my own,
Death’s impatience creases your brow, 
Every quiet gasp,
I treasure. 

The hospital ward, 
Is an alien landscape, 
Bearing no resemblance to our abandoned home, 
Save for the myriad number of,
Pitiful “Get well soon” cards,
Filled with forsaken hope, 
And the wilting, silver balloon,
That hangs over-head,
Akin to a waiting entity,
Come to reap your soul.

upset, or would you be alright?”
She looked at me.
I looked at her.
She thought for a moment.
“Well, I would be alright, but having you in my life makes it 
a tiny bit brighter,”
I was deeply stung.
I got up and walked away.
We didn’t speak again for weeks.
I was shaking as I walked to the river once again, my throat 
dryer than sandpaper.
There she was, tall and proud.
I walked to her.
We sat next to each other awkwardly. 
Ever since we had left the riverside, we had drifted apart.
Just like the boats on the docks.
Or the lily pads and the frogs.
I asked her a question.
“Why did you invite me here if you don’t want to be my 
friend?”
She looked at me.
I looked at her.
She spoke quietly.
“I wanted to tell you that I most certainly do want to be 
your friend. I am sorry if you saw it any other way,”
I looked into her eyes.
She was smiling.
I was smiling too.
I leant over and embraced her in a warm hug, the sun 
shining down on us.
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Ink blotched sky
drips its black 
tar tears
on the sodden
cardboard.

The conversations scatter
on the toothed pavement
and curl
the damp corners.
The birds fly with the gale
and drop into
the waste paper basket.

The lined paper of the rules
blur with the
watercolour and
seep into the gates of the school.
The classrooms unfold
with the cold greys
and warm blues.

The theater of miniature seats 
line up as an army
of cartridge paper
with absorbent hinges.
The clocks are scribed
with the ink of iron, the timeless
creams that curve its edges.

Surrounded by familiar strangers,
Shadows clad in white, 
Their voices,
Constant echoes of your swiftly degrading condition,
Their faces, 
Masks never trespassed by emotion,
No tears ever shed.

My place is by your side,
But where will I belong,
Once you’re gone?

India-Amethyst Thakrar (13)

Cardboard School

The cardboard box
buildings folding in the grey.
Matchstick figures
file in and out
of the matchbox doors.

Paper gates sway
with the origami
cars.
The crippled walls 
move in closer
like tissue,
crumpled on my face.

shortlisted
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Colour Is My Place

Colour is my place.
The door, dusty plum,
swung open to the grey, grit stair
and my dead beetle.
“Is he happy now?”
Colour is my place.
A yellow tint of sandpit
and dew,
to the steady trunk of tree.
At the edge, our kitchen green
and fresh-picked fruit is slit.
Colour is my place.
My door is citrus spice,
of peeling paint and winter breath,
dried orange on the wreath,
circling the knocker.
Cinnamon sticks and cooking scent,
saffron in the jar.
Once, we made a corn-dolly
and put nutmeg in her hair,
laid her in the crook,
of the twisted birch tree stump,
and left her there.
Colour is my place.

Beatrice Giles (11)

Cabinets hold
the broken cartridges and
the draws swing open,
fluttering documents let to 
fly free.

The cardboard falls to the ground
under the pressure of the storm.

Flora Pizey (12)

Where is it?

I’ve looked under the table and chair,
I’ve looked under a book and a teddy bear,
But the item I am looking for isn’t there,
I can’t find it anywhere!
I’ve looked under my top and my mop of hair,
I’ve looked in my wardrobe and my trousers with a tear.
Where can it be, I’ve searched everywhere?
I’ve looked behind the door,
I’ve looked on the floor,
But the item I am looking for
Isn’t there anymore.
I’ve looked in the bushes and under the hedge,
And I’ve even looked on the window ledge.
Oh, I’ve looked everywhere it could possibly be,
Item won’t you please come back to me!

Susanna Scott (10)
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The house stands
Oh so pale
Stark against the jet sky
Six warm bodies anticipating
Waiting

Until
Click
A car door opens
And 
We are rushing
Pushing
Smiling
Ringing
The doorbell, that is

And we are in 
In through the doorway frothing with light
In to a strong, loving hug
That radiates with 
The jumbled feelings
Of hereness and togetherness
And grandad and grandchildness
All wound
Like one long rope

Then goodnight’s tail
Strangely close behind
Hellos
And we fall asleep

Place Inside of You

All my life people have tried to put me in place.
Sort me into categories, judge me by my race,
My age, my gender, the person I am;
Tell me everything I can’t do and everything I can.
But then I tell them, with an entirely straight face:
“No matter what you do, I don’t have a place.”
Still, they insist: “You must be sorted.”
They don’t realise their version of reality is completely  
                  distorted.

So I made my own place; a place of no places.
Where there is no bloodshed, no discrimination, no hatred.
A place where your heart can sing, a place full of joy.
A place where it doesn’t matter whether you’re a girl or a 
                                                                                                       boy.
The thing is, this place, it’s all in my head.
And there’s no way I can make it real ’cause everyone’s  
          dead.

Ibtihaaj Koleoso (13)

Abertaf

We arrive
The sky smoking with a 
Gloaming blush
Naively scattered with jovially winking.
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My Dream

I dream of a place
Where everyone is accepted 
Where the world is eco-friendly
I dream of a place 
Where racism is a myth
Where colour isn’t seen
I dream of a place 
Where everyone is happy
Where discrimination is false
I dream of a place 
Where words don’t hurt 
Where hatred. Vanished. Gone 
I dream of a place 
Where everyone is equal
Where hate is a lie 
I dream of a place 
Not too far from here 
If we all find inner peace 
I dream of a place 
Where you can be accepted by all
Where your past doesn’t define you
I dream of a place 
That is imaginary 
And that will always be a dream

Jainaba Christina Silla (12)

Listening to the melancholy
Hum of the motorway

Morning
Dawning
Still snoring
Then
Within minutes of each other
As children are children
And children are
Loud
We are awake
And the flurry of 
Dressing and breakfasting and readying
In general

The daily walk occurs
And unneeded but pleasurable
Remnant of dog-days
Quiveringly fresh dew beads on the grass
Ducks cluster around our duck food
Thrust onto the lake
By our eager, young arms

And so
Our visit
To Abertaf,
Our Grandad’s home

Iris Ferrar (11)
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There is a place I like to go
If mummy starts to cry.
If when I tell her I need food
She shouts, asks why.
When she gazes mindlessly at her cup of tea
Or if I see a pile of corks I know where I must be.
I go to the quiet cupboard.
No one knows I’m there.

Although from inside there
I hear them as they swear.
I can hear the smacks
And the verbal attacks. 
But if l close my eyes
Ignore the horrible cries
I find a place where I’m alone 
No punches or chairs are thrown. 

So if you are in the way
And it all gets too loud.
If you need to be alone
Or get out of the crowd.
If nothing in the outside world seems to make you smile.
Or you’ve been feeling sad and lonely for quite a while.
Find your quiet cupboard.
The place you’re never alone.

Anna Wilson (12)

Be Safe

It is a landscape of my memory
It is a landscape of my birthplace
My home
My place of abode
Is a makeshift home
Unfit for the upcoming cold, wet winter
Walls made of plastic sheeting and fabric
Walls made of corrugated iron
This home
Is where sand and concrete combines the structures 
together
It is dangerous here
We have remained so far as a family
At least we have one another.

Ibrahim Mirza (12)

Quiet Cupboard

There is a place I like to go
When daddy’s loudly sworn.
When ten or more lager cans 
Lay empty at the dawn.
If screams and shouts bounce off the walls
I hear daddy’s footsteps down the halls.
I go to the quiet cupboard.
It opens with a clink.
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A Horse In A Teapot!

I could see a horse in a teapot
Sailing down the River Don
How he got there I know not
I wonder where he has gone. 

He sent a message from the jungle
Written on a leaf
Even though it was in a bundle
I could tell it was about a thief.

The message told a story
A story of the previous night 
About a monkey named Corey
Who had stolen the horse’s light.

He had travelled far and wide 
Days and days for help 
Now the people of Rotherham were on his side
There was no need to yelp.

The horse had fallen to the ground
“I can’t do it by myself!” he’d cried
“And that monkey needs to be found!”
And there, right then, in his teapot boat the horse sadly 
sighed.

Erin Roberts (11)

The Feeble French Flag

As the distant surf echoes through the deserted streets,
The cobbles look sinister in the eerie gloom,
The light from the quaint cottages distorts the thickening  
      darkness.
No wind lifts the feeble French flag.

The silver lights pierce the dark,
The petals fall limp under the long drawn shadows,
Storm clouds hide the gallant moon.
No light prevails under the feeble French flag.

The glass like sea broken by a single drop,
Shattering the silence and breaking the peace,
The rain bounces off the cobbled streets,
Like a tear the water drips down a lone window.
Still no wind lifts the feeble French flag.

As dawn sends spears of light down the narrow lanes,
The cobbles look bright and jolly,
Life echoes down the packet streets. 
A breath of wind lifts the feeble French flag!

Luke Griffiths (11)
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In the morning,
the smell of sausages in the frying pan.
A tattered ancient box
for the old lady’s tan.
I wish I could live with her every day.
I wish there was another way.
Even though at night
the beds feel like broken tables,
they are still very stable.

Michael Azubike (13)

The Door

Like hair my memories were tangled;
Until I opened the door into my past.
Shelves once full of colour now left redundant,
A bed lying lazily in the middle.
The window sitting patiently waiting to be opened:
What was a sea view,
But all that I see now is memories.
The grandfather clock ticking through its last minutes.
Laughter still ringing in my ears.
There might not be a portal to Narnia in my wardrobe,
But there is still a passage back to my childhood.

Cristina Laxon (11)

Newark Castle

The castle,
The humble castle,
Crumbling away,
Sat on the hill,
Only a wall remains.

The lawn,
The long, green lawn,
Growing wild,
Around the castle
Where King John passed away.

The turret,
The big tall turret,
Floating in the sky.
Above the castle.
Neglected by past times.

Benjamin Lloyd (11)

Granny’s House

John loved Granny’s house:
the fragrant perfumes, 
the antique rooms.
Everything about the house was just so grand.
All the furniture had been cleaned,
and positioned with a careful hand.
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As I take my seat
I see the teams warming up.
I think to myself
‘Please can we win the cup?’

As they walk out of the tunnel,
The crowd gives a cheer.
But as I stand up
I knock over my beer!

The ref blows his whistle,
We kick off from the start.
Our pace machine’s on a run –
He’s tearing their defence apart.

He lines up his shot and shoots -
The ball hits the back of the net.
It’s moments like these
that are so very hard to forget.

It’s a kick off from the start again,
They try to do the same thing.
It doesn’t go as planned,
so they have to pass it off to the wing.

In comes the cross,
The striker meets it with his head.
It hits the goalie in the chest,
He’s practically half dead.

The Flight 

Tall trolleys tumbling
Loaded luggage labelling
Long lines largening
Foolish females fussing
Polite police panicking
Awful attendants attending
Delightful duty-free disappearing
Final fusses finishing 
Bored businessman boarding
Terrifying turbulences timing
Happy holidays happening

Lucy Halder (13)

The Stadium

I walk to the stadium,
Excited yet in fear.
I know that for my team
Relegation may be near.

As I approach the fortress
The smell of pie comes to my nose.
It brings back memories
Of all last season’s woes
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The Sea Is The Place

The sea is the place,
Where the sand talks.

The sea is the place,
Where the sand talks,
Where the beach gazes.

The sea is the place,
Where the sand talks,
Where the beach gazes,
Where the sand is the sun.

The sea is the place,
Where the sand talks,
Where the beach gazes,
Where the sand is the sun.
Where the water makes you thirsty.

The sea is the place,
Where the sand talks,
Where the beach gazes,
Where the sand is the sun.
Where the water makes you thirsty,
And where I play.

The sea is the place where I’m meant to be.

Robert Testo (12)

On comes the replacement goalie,
The whistle blows half time.
This first half has been
Incredibly sublime.

Off we go again
Starting from the back;
Jim-Bob their defender
Gives it a big enormous whack.

Easy catch for the goalie there,
He kicks it up the field.
To that long amazing ball
Their defense does yield.

Good chance for a volley here -
Oh! What happened there?
It was a strong connection,
But the ball’s a mile in the air!

The whistle blows full time.
The crowd are on their feet.
Fun and entertaining -
A football match is hard to beat

Louis Ellis (12)
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the bipolar, narcissistic personality disorder kids   
the no inside voice kids   
the freaks and the geeks   
and here they will sit, waiting   
until the fire sets   
and they will try again

the sun will rise, and the kids will come again
caring about science, caring about art
caring about others, but not themselves
stones kicked, lighters lit
shattering hearts, broken dreams
bleeding eyes, bleeding eyes
profound explanations to their aesthetic, lack of being 
empathetic
and here they will sit, waiting
until the fire sets
and they will try again

who knows what rooftops do for them
maybe scraps of notebooks aren’t enough
maybe the East wind doesn’t blow away worries
maybe nature and natural beauty won’t do it
and maybe peace and solitude aren’t the answer.
Who knows what rooftops do for them?

Savina Sidhu (13)

Nightmare

Surrounded by utter darkness.
I find it hard to fathom that the
World could be this heartless.
I stumble and
I trip
I’m terrified by the earthshattering
sound of each and every drip.
No light to guide me.
No body beside me.
I stay here all alone.
Spiders scurry across the walls,
but to me they’re trekking down a 
never ending hall.
Unable to escape the silence
To me it’s a form of violence.
The cave is stone cold
Its secrets untold.
Will I forever be kept captive?

Emily Pitkin (13)

Rooftops

The sun will rise, and the kids will come  
the ‘if I could I would feel nothing’ kids   
or maybe ‘I feel nothing’ kids  
the too-cool kids, the cyan-eyed kids  
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Of the Internet and of Cat Whiskers

I still remember the first place I found you two
Sat by the dusty old computer,
Scrolling through YouTube
And my tears disappeared, to be replaced by laughter.
Remember how it all started with danisnotonfire?

I still remember the first place I stood up for you two,
When everyone was screaming for Team10, not for you
“Why do you love them so much?” they asked.
Because I remember how it all started with danisnotonfire

I still remember the first place I bought your books
In the musty depths of Waterstones,
Not knowing where to look
But finally, I found them and I could have cried with joy
Because of the way that it all started with danisnotonfire.

I still remember the first place I talked about you two.
About how things that never meant anything
And they way that they were now everything.
Cat whiskers, gaming, procrastination and Sharpies too.
And the way that it all started with danisnotonfire. 

Lili Kibble (13)

The Valley

The slithering, sliding cascading mist covers every  
      mountain, building and town.
Like a serpent it flows through the windows
And doors of every house and garden all around.

For all those touched by its cold, damp hand
Are saddened
And left full of despair.

In the black of the night
Scared voices shiver at the sound
Of desperate souls tortured and scared by the dismal cloud

As it passes through each village
Then makes its way to the next town
Encompassing all life in its morbid fist, leaving misery and 
                 destruction in its wake.

All those souls manipulated and destroyed will never again 
         know joy.
On and on it slithers and creeps
Intent on consuming ever more souls with its ravaging  
                    appetite.

Eloise Rints (12)
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those thoughts 
get lost
along with the hair clips
amongst the 
dunes of experience?

Flora Pizey (12)

This Is Where I Stray

Through a cut in the veins running through the  
                countryside,
Past the maze that lies beneath all our front doors,
There is a solitary place to hide,
There is a bird looking down as in the sky it soars,
Though no one dares to track that path,
Empty it stands, alone and isolated,
The endless mountain of leaves creates a bath,
But no one shall arrive there to be so elated,
Mystery may shroud this place,
People may scour at its mention,
But I can assure you, it stands with grace, 
It shall age, but it’s not ready for its pension, 
As this is where I stay, 
And this is where I stray.

Ethan Ryan (13)

The Back Garden

How long ago 
did the garden seem so
big?
The grass seemed like a forest,
sheltering the busy bugs.

How long ago
was the treehouse 
a fortress,
fit for a princess
with gold woven timbers,
and tarpaulin curtains?

How long ago
was the sandpit a vast
desert
with unsettled sands
and lost hair clips
forgotten in the depths?

How long ago
did my plasticine feet
tickle the paving slabs
and wander among
forest of 
ancient bonsai?

How long until
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I’ve heard the joy of generations of weddings
and the pain of too many funerals in my halls
I carry the burdens of two World Wars
I survived rage and anger of the reformation
Yet after all this I endure, stubborn, standing strong

The heart of Grantham is where I reside
Lying at my feet are the graves of young and old
Tombstones aged with yellow tears of time
Whose names have faded into nothingness
by a millennium of wind, rain and ice
My closest friend the yew tree
A symbol for life and rebirth
With boughs open as if in welcome
With leaves offering shelter all year round

Sadly, as time goes on
Many no longer seek solace within my walls
And I am getting lonelier
Like the aging relative forlorn
who’s only remembered twice each year
On Christmas and Easter
But for the faithful few I still stand strong
In sadness and in joy
To share their lives as I could yours
I am Grantham’s heart of stone

Joseph Murphy (12)

Butcher’s Shop

Among the blushing, bulbous wings,
A knife slashes, a butcher sings.
Mobile eyes and matted fur,
Meaty boots and bloody slur.

He licks the sweat from his eyes.
In gristly hands, the white axe flies,
Clotting the drains and slitting the flesh;
The sweet lamb’s life is a bloody mess.

Hung by its neck, stripped of its pride,
An innocent life makes an innocent hide.
Guts slither from tables onto floor:
No mercy waits at the door.

Ragged fingers break a neck,
Mucus blurred with sticky flecks,
The lust, the life, he wants some more.
The butcher opens up his store.

Nell Gardiner (13)

St Wulfram’s

I am not just empty stone 
I am a church of a thousand Christmases
Who remembers the mud and timber huts around me

shortlisted
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Hospital Experience

I’m ill I’m ill,
I lie quite still,
On the ambulance bed
of life. Only the highest
trained doctors can save
me from my strife!
Will I die or will
I live? Will my body 
ever forgive what my
allergy’s done to me?
Will I ever be able
to see? 
I’m lying 
in A and E. 
Whatever will 
become of me?

Jack Josty (10)

That Tree Is Me

That wave right there
Might carry the tear
I cried when my mother died.
After all, I ran to the stream to weep
And watched the rushing water sweep away
My sadness for that moment.

Grandma’s Desk

The light glints off the perfume bottles,
Like jewels glistening in the sun.
They’re all empty, but faint musky smells remain.
At the other end of the desk sits a bottle full of colours.
I open it and the scent of powder fills the air.
I brush the soft powder puff against my cheeks.
Her lipstick lies still, half gone,
Its brightness shocking against my pale skin in the mirror.
The sight, the smells, feel and colour, all remind me of her.

Isabella Poulter (11)

The Den

It smells like green,
Earthy after the rain,
Little drops on the grass,
The moss filling up with water,
Like an emerald, soaky-green sponge,

Filled with peace,
Birds rustling in the trees,
I feel totally free.

Seth Dwight (10)
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Charcoal to white 
Charcoal to white 
Psychedelic and vast in the silver, eerie moonlight 

When I avert my streaming eyes 
I get a glimpse of the darkness
cracked and bruised
Murky
Aphotic
Lonely and crying for help
But
still I swing my legs off the sharp precipice
Sending smooth 
creamy pebbles 
Into the churning waters 
Below me

Day 
and 
Night 
Two different kinds of perfect 
That should never meet 
One velvety and unblemished 
One erratic and wild 
Never distinguish which is which
They both exist 
Alone 
But not side by side 
Not together

I feel the sand between my toes
Turn soggy as the cradle of my tear drowns
The precious dryness,
As the high tide swirls,
Tossing the sacred droplet
Through the cold air
Into the abyss of green freshness
Belonging to the weeds

Maybe one day in years to come
I’ll come back to see that part of me
Was pure enough to grow a whole birch tree.

I’ll remember that tree as a part of me.

Lucy Pettifer (11)

Achill: Ireland’s End Of The World

I listen to the tongues of twisted trees
The language of their lamentable leaves seems to
Smother me Surround me 
Assaulting my senses 
While the rush and crash of harsh salt water stings at my 
bare feet 
Speckles of salt crust white on my dry, damaged lips 
White foam crashes violently against my rugged high cliffs 
Terrifying 
Mesmerising 
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My Poem About Imagination

In my imagination,
Words fly swiftly around,
Things bubble with emotion,
Like smoke from a potion.

In my imagination,
My gentle dreams
Are waking me up,
For they’re real it seems.

In my imagination,
The sound of fear
Is gently ringing
In my ear.

In my imagination,
The smell of curiosity
Is running about 
at full velocity.

In my imagination,
Nothing is impossible -
My imagination
Is unstoppable.

Eleanor Soothill (10)

The wind howls like a million prisoners
Pieces of the earth whirled around and around until  
     nothing but dust is left
Cormorants and kittiwakes screeching and swooping 
An almost never ending battle that lasts generations

And then with a glance and a glimpse 
Distraction sets in 
Bringing back memories 
Daytime memories
Of radiant sunlight 
And sweet contented laughter
Pouring pastels 
Swamped with downy beams
And soothing sounds 
I know all too well 

So now 
the treasonous scree that threatens to undermine me 
knows it
the raging sea with all its hostile resentful tears knows it
the two faced forest with the warped sadistic mind knows it 
the misunderstood isolated darkness knows it 
That somehow 
This minuscule island at the end of another
The end of my world
Is very much alive

Gráinne Condron (13)
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The prayer of one
Faith-lost Father
Is heard.
Where the land and sea
Greet hand in hand dictates
Our craggy cliffs.
Its wild and burly tempest roar
Could measure with a lion.

A child of only six to be
Lies on the sand in ecstasy.
He’s made new friends from
Shining shells, from hermits in the deep.
As he crawls around these rock pools
The limpets start to peep.
Infant hands find bygone bottles
Where they dare not creep.
The sun peaks down through
Infant’s thick white duvet
And her warm glow nods him gently to sleep.

Alex Maltby (13)

The Beach

The sheer cliffs rising high
Shelter the cove of sodden sand
Where I stand with toes burrowing down,
Shivering in the salty breeze

Pitinweem

Here, quaint village sits
By hustled heath and sea.
Battered rocks had worn away.
HERE LIE THOSE WHO CEASE TO BE.
Broken headstone speckle
The even sea.
And its wild gale, retreating bawl
Batters the temperament of Evensongs
Along the shore.

Abled swimmers line that place
With gulls and gills and gales.
These subtle rock pools, dormant.
And the silver, shimmer of a
Sailing sea opens
Her motherly bosom to the public.
A crawling crab surveys them all,
Eyeing those out of place.
Safe within a borrowed shell from
Where the wind doth blow
Like a whetted knife.

Here lies a place
Where vicars converge 
In rickety cabins over 
Rickety piers
On rigid shores.
And through the quick-cut silence,
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Homeless

This is the place where I used to lay
Watch the blur of business go by
All intertwined in the
Modern world, but me intertwined in mine

This is the road where I used to plea, when
Inside I was screaming for people’s time.

This is the foreboding archway where loneliness used to 
engulf my mind,
suffocating with the shadow of evil

This is the courtyard where I’d watch the star’s shine
The moon, like the puppet master of the night

This is my sign that sprayed my emotions onto the streets, 
into your minds
When inside I was a canvas of white.

This is the very place that you’ll find
That I was homeless at night.

Maisie Westbrook (12)

Long deep tracks of the board’s narrow nose
Trail out behind the shuffle of my feet.
The damp, baggy wetsuit sticks to my skin
Whilst my hair clings to my cheek

The ankle busters snap at my feet
As I wade through the grey churning waters
And the restless swirl circling below
Beckons me in with large begging eyes

The white horses gallop in from behind
And swallow my body as I cling to the board.
Rising slowly as I shake with unbalance,
Riding a wave like a dolphin would.

The board gives way from under my feet
Sending me crashing to the churning swell.
Before washing my eyes with stinging salt
Whilst dragging my body along down the beach

Not far from here, tucked away in a quiet resting place
In the tiny church of St. Enodoc
Betjeman lies still listening,
Lulled to sleep by his love of life

Honor Adams (12)
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Velvety seats, 
Egg-shaped toilets, 
Moustache men, 
Floral ladies. 

Russian caviar, 
Quail egg, 
Caramel bites, 
Finger sandwiches. 

Pommery Apanage, 
Dubbonet and gin, 
Frappuccino, 
Tea. 

Gold canvas, 
Peculiar art, 
Shiny floors, 
Pink napkins. 

9 Conduit Street, 
Mayfair, 
London,
England.

Chenrui Zhang (12)

Place

This is a place that’s never the same
Beautiful boy losing his name
Withering wind losing its breath
This is the season waiting for Death

This is a place that’s never the same
Embellished with trees, howling in pain
This empty street is no longer a shrine
This is a season with limited time

This is a place that’s never the same
Beautiful boy rising to fame
Eternal abundance of new-born life
This is a season losing its strife

This is a place that’s never the same
Embellished with trees, proud with no shame
This empty street is a beautiful shrine
This is a season in its prime

Bertie James (11)

Sketch

9 Conduit Street, 
Mayfair, 
London, 
England. 
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